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When Boston socialites Minna Hall and Harriet Hemenway sought to end the slaughter of birds in the name of 19th century high fashion, they picked a logical namesake for their cause: ...
Watching for birds & diversity: Audubon groups pledge change
Today, we cannot just talk about the family but we must speak of the diversity of the family. Life has brought with it significant changes when it comes to the family. These changes have also led ...
The diversity of the family – George Muscat
The petition is titled "NLTE DASD Petition for the Removal of the DEI Program at DASD." Among other things, it accuses the school board of being unable to explain how equity is defined and applied and ...
Petition calls for end to diversity, equity & inclusion in Downingtown schools
The USA is perhaps the only country that began as a haven for those fleeing religious persecution. Up to the 17th century, religious freedom was an unknown concept. Serfs and villagers pledged loyalty ...
Diversity of faiths join hands into forming one country
Today the newspaper The Economist published a bizarre article bemoaning the lack of diversity in the Italian football team, with some asking ...
Is diversity a cult at this point?
Diversity on college campuses enriches a student’s educational experience as they learn from people whose culture and beliefs are different from their own, but recruiting students of color and making ...
Diversity in Higher Education
Diversity in the workplace was the subject of discussion during a virtual meeting hosted by the Sarah A. Reed Children’s Center. It was also part of the 2021 Alessi, Levan, and Kebles ...
Sarah A Reed Children’s Center hosts virtual meeting discussing diversity in the workplace
Devine Carama began his new duties as director of One Lexington on June 7, but he has “been living the mission of One Lexington for at least 15 years, long before we started” the program, said Mayor ...
Diversity & Inclusion: Living the Mission
This study examined a nationally-representative sample of family physicians to determine whether physician ... is consistent with evidence of the beneficial effect of cultural diversity on health ...
Minority physicians experience more diversity, less burnout in family medicine practice
At this point, there is no plan to have this be part of the curriculum for students,” interim chief school administrator Karen Melin said, “It’s just for staff to become ...
In Fairbanks schools, a focus on diversity training: Diversity, equity and inclusion workshops planned for staff but not students
Serving in the Civil Air Patrol’s National Capitol Wing, which encompasses the Washington, D.C. area, is a Courtney family affair.
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Fort Meade: Diversity and service is a Courtney family affair | COMMENTARY
For at least two decades, nationally and in New Hampshire, there has been a push to diversify college campuses. Schools have created diversity offices, put resources into recruitment, implemented poli ...
NH's largest institutions have struggled to meet own diversity goals
Close to 50 parents packed the Solon Board of Education meeting room last week for a continued debate and discussion on the districts’ Diversity, Equity and Inclusion program.
Parents raise questions on district diversity, equity program
On Wednesday, July 21, the EGHM Foundation will be partnering with the Whirlwind Johnson Foundation, as well as the East St. Louis Community Tennis Association and Net Rushers, for Diversity Day at ...
Diversity Day 'will be a great day' at Futures
Members of Longview’s Unity and Diversity Committee filled the conference room this week at the Longview Public Library to hit the ground running in the group’s first in-person meeting since ...
Longview Unity and Diversity Committee tackles 'microaggressions' at return to in-person meetings
Sheila Edwards Lange will become the new chancellor for the University of Washington Tacoma. Lange, 58, will succeed Mark Pagano, who announced his resignation last October and will join the school ...
New chancellor named for UW Tacoma. She's known for commitment to diversity, equity
Sheldon Whitehouse of Rhode Island defended his family's ties to an exclusive beach club in the state on Wednesday but apologized for "failing to address" what he called the "lack of diversity" at ...
Whitehouse defends family's beach club ties but apologizes for 'lack of diversity' at sailing club
Ian Taylor Schlitz knew something was different early in his elementary school career. His young classmates would be puzzled about a concept the teacher was trying to explain, but he wasn’t. “I ...
A family of geniuses lives in Keller, but more than good genes are at work
Democratic Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse of Rhode Island defended his family’s ties to an exclusive beach club in the state on Wednesday but apologized for “failing to address” what he called the ...
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